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SCHREUDER

   A year in the life of a painter

                                                                                     Circus

                                                                             Life is a Circus
                                                                             I am balancing,
                                                                             On Earths colored Ball,
                                                                             Shaking on my legs,
                                                                             Untill I fall, Until I Fall.

    A.Schreuder 2019
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Content:

Introduction
Works:
Attic
His masters voice
November rain
Analogic
A frog
Donald & Kim
Swan lake
Mountain bike
Shout
The Rising Hope
Old man & chair
U-boot
Vespa
Waterfront
Kinderdijk
Milkmaid
Farmer
Kite at Egypt
‘T Gein revisited
Mekka
Hamburger concerto
Blue violin
Broken string
The eyes of St Lucy
Nevermore
Mare Nostre
Bad apple, angry pear
Circus of life
Le Fifre
Blitz-krieg
Freundlich, der Neue Mensch
Drielse kermis
Het duin 1
Het duin 2
Bishop and pawn
Blue piano
Entertainer
Blue Rose
Lucas yellow rose
Dutch beer & tobacco
Citroentje met suiker
Red rabbit
Army dreamers
Waltzing caterpillar
Moulin rouge
Pierrot
Jump
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Stradivarius
City moon
Embrace
Fazz3 the poet
Travelling
Desert tea
Kettle
Cattle

Op de laatste pagina:

Tropic of cancer 
Acryl, parkeer bonnetjes van diverse ziekenhuis bezoeken op canvas.
Afmeting 50 x 50 cm
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Dear art fan,
In the year 2019 I started an experiment: painting in a sketchbook, with acrylic paint. All painting 
should be 15 x 20 cm. I have a large urge to paint, but I thought that by painting in the book I was 
forced to paint more slowly. In reality the production went faster as expected, by march I had painted 
already over 10 painted works in the book. A new thought arose:” Why not make a year book with a 
painting each week?” I went to work and finished 54 works that year.
The paintings reflect my thoughts, more or less in that year. The beginning of 2019 was ok, we had a 
nice party for my wife ‘s birthday and a nice holiday with family. Doom, alas was just around the 
corner, my wife got Multiple Myeloom and had numerous treatments. The book was made between 
hospital visits, various emotions raced through my head and sometimes are reflected in the work.
I hope you will enjoy the book.
Greetings,
A.Schreuder
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